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Executive Summary 
During July, 1995. the Uni~enity of Gchgan  Transportation Research Institute. Manne Systems 
Division. conducted an extensive literature search to i d e n e  and evaluate software currently 
commercially available that would support space analysis for outfit h i t  design and planning. The long 
term objective is to ident* and evaluate specific software packages or combinations of packages that can 
be employed in the development of build strategies and the early stage design of sfupboard spaces, 
particularly machnery spaces. 
The entire University of Michigan library system was searched for pertinent literature about 
shipbuilding and other industries where spacial planning is a critical design element. Specific resources 
utilized included the NSRP documentation center, the UMTRI library, the Kresge Business Library, the 
Dow Engineering Libran and the School of Art and Architecture l i b q .  
The overall conclusion of the research effort is that there is not a currently available commercial 
sohvare package that will automate the spacial arrangements problem. However, there is current 
research that has resulted in working prototypes. and there are available commercial packages that. in 
combination with each other, will offer a riable solution. 
The Archtecture and Civil Engineering community has made the most progress in the development 
of a specific tool that appears to address the issues of concern. ABACUS (Architectural Case Based 
Design System) has been he loped  into a working prototype at the department of Architecture. 
Eidenossische Techrusche Hochschule. Zurich, Switzerland It is a Case Based Design system 
implemented in LISP and AutoLISP and using Autocad as a graphic engine. 
Other tools of interest include Case Based Design and Case Based Reasoning soha re  protoopes, 
Artificial Intelligence and Knowledge Based systems without graphical engines, and parametric design 
packages that maintain topographical relationships. 
Objective 
Tlus report represents the findtng of Tasks 1.1 and 1.2 of a three part task statement. The smc 
task statements are: 
Task 1.1 Literature search to obtain information on specific software currently commercially available. 
Task 1.2 Comparative assessment of identified software with regard to state-of-the-art capabilities 
described in CADICAE literature. 
Task 2 Demonstrations of selected software at vendor sites to assess capabilities to perform space 
arrangements. analysis and optimization for ERAM and to interface to ERAM product modeling efforts. 
Task 3 1 .  Pro~ide a report detailing the findtngs and pro\iding recommendations. 
Task 3.2 Provide administrative support for report preparation and task management. 
I t  quickly became apparent during the literature search that there are no commercially available 
packages that meet the requirements of the ERAM and GBS portions of the Midterm Sealift Program. As 
a result. the focus of the search was shifted to iden@ research efforts that may result in the appropriate 
s o h a r e  packages. as well as sofhvare that may be used as a component of an Integrated. Automated. 
Intelligent Arrangements (IA): program 
Current Research and Development Focus 
Current sofhvare research and development is focused in three areas that, if combined and integrated 
have great potential to yield the desired ( 1 ~ ) ~  system. These three areas are product modeling knowledge 
based systems and parametric design. The only area in which shipbuilding specific research is occurring 
and ongoing is in product modeling. Knowledge based systems development is prominent in the civil 
engineering and architectural design fields, and parametric design efforts are heavily focused on 
supporting the mechanical design and manufacturing field An additional field in whch these three areas 
are being combined is I electronics, specifically in the design and manufacture of Ver?; Large Scale 
Integrated (VLSI) circuits. The literature pertaining to VLSI design is extensive, but may be technically 
beyond the scope of what can be readily implemented in the shiphlding industry. 
Product Modeling 
Much of the current research in shipbudding that may eventually result in a space planning Tstem is 
in the area of product modeling. Research has been funded to implement a universal STEP translator 
based on the work by NIDDESC. A number of international organizations, both in Europe and in Japan, 
are focusing research efforts on the data structure and format of product model database that is 
independent of design sohare .  Strong efforts are undenvay in both Japan and Europe to integrate 
product and process models. 
\.---. 
A sigxuficant part of the focus of the product modeling efforts has been a consistent leaning towards 
the object oriented programming paradigm. As long as product and process model attributes can be 
defined as objects uithin a software system they are more likely to be universally available for 
representation and implementation in both graphcs engines and knowledge bases. 
Knowledge Based Systems 
Research uithin the civil engneering and architecture industry on knowledge based systems holds the 
most promise for near term implementation of an (IA)' design system. Knowledge based systems cover a 
number of different paradigms. and can be considered a subset of Artificial Intelligence or Expert 
Systems. They are rule based. ofien implemented in a tabular or spreadsheet format, and have sigruficant 
amounts of soha re  code, generally in either C or LISP, that make up the intelligence engine. 
Knowledge based systems research has resulted in a large number of prototypes, particularly in civil 
engneering and archtectural design. that use existing designs as the kno~iledge base and integrate them 
\\ith rules and adcbtional w r  input to generate new designs. Some of the systems are purely specification 
based some have graphics engines attached to the A1 backplane. 
Case Based Design, or CBD. is one of the most sigruficant knowledge based paradgms. Case Based 
Design systems have the follouing properties: 
- A CBD system does not require a complete domain model but can produce complete and comples 
designs based on a relatively small knowledge base. 
- Design starts from complete cases, implicitly achieting tradeoffs between several functions. Tlus avoids 
the problem of multi-criteria optimization. 
- Applying the design history of existing cases can make design problem solving more efficient. 
- Using cases as the source of kno\vledge allows learning by storing new cases. 
The specific properties of case based systems make them ven appealing for use in the shipbuilding 
industq. Each subsequent design becomes pan of the knowledge base, and learning obtained in 
construction and operation of a specific design can be applied to enhance the kno~vledge base. It is likely 
that the soha re  is object oriented, or can readily be adapted to object orientation which will complement 
the product and process model outputs. 
Parametric Modeling Systems 
Parametric modeling systems represent the leading edge of design sofhvare. Research and 
development is continuing to enable better, smarter and faster parametric design, and a number of 
outstandng packages are a l r w  available. Parametric modeling allows a designer to quickly define part 
geometry, and changes in a specific portion of the geometry will result in a "ripple" effect in whch all 
related parts will change in accordance with the design spedcations. Leading edge parametric design 
maintains topographical relationships in assemblies, and changes in the parameters of part of an assembly 
result in the necessary changes withn the rest of the assembly. Much of the code developed to suppon 
parametric design follows the object oriented paradgm, whch supports the theory that the integration of 
parametric design. knowledge bases and product models may be well within the reach of near term 
technology. 
Currently Available Software ' 
Two of the three focus areas have s o h a r e  alreae available, although some is in the prOtOhpe stage 
and the commercial availability is unknown. Product and process modeling efforts will move fomard 
regardless of the implementation of an (IA)' package. The product and process model s i l l  represent data 
rather than a specific software package. Several of the abstracts included in Appends B address the 
product and process modeling efforts. 
There are a number of Knowledge Based systems currently available as protot~pes; however, the 
commercial availability and the levels of development are unknown. Case based design systems include 
ARCHIE. CADSYN, CADET. ABACUS, CASE, GOAL and SEED. A brief descripuon of these systems 
is prolided in Appendis B. An additional abstract on Allegro Common LISP is included in Appendix C 
as a potential programming tool to support knowledge based system dmelopment. 
Parametric Design systems of note are currently available from Intergraph; including a hvo 
dimensional spacial planning system called project layout. Autodesk has released a new version of 
designer which provides parametric modeling that maintains topographical relationships of assemblies. 
An abstract on PASS by Data One is included in Appends C as one of the few software tools that stood 
out during a roiew of over 1000 CADICAM sofbvare abstracts. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
The overall conclusion of the project primary investigator is that there are no soft\tare packages 
currently commercially available that will meet the needs of the ERAM and GBS projects in terms of 
providing an (IA)' tool, with the possible escepuon of ABACUS. There appears to be sigxuficant promise 
in the concept of integrating a knowledge based system with a parametric design package. Even if the 
integration is not seamless, i.e. the design engineer runs the knowledge based system to achieve a set of 
parameters that are then used as input to the parametric design software, the end result may be a more 
intelligent and semi-automated design process. The core of the system is the knowledge base, whch will 
allow a steady development of design starting points, and learning form construction and operational 
experiences. 
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Case Based Design and Creatiiiv 
Gerhard Schnutt 
Department of Architecture. Eidenossische Technische Hochxhule, Zurich 
Case Based Design, CBD. feature presening but not necessarily geometry presening. Combined with 
Case Based Reasoning CBR relates the present situation to the closest experience in memon and uses 
that esperience to solve a problem. Setferal case based design systems in use: 
1994 Automation based creative design : research and peqxctwes 
ARCHIE (Goel et al.. 199 1) 
CADSYN (Maher and Zhang, 1991) 
CADET (Sycara et al.. 1991) 
Amsterdam ; New York : 
Elmier Science B.V.. 
Case based design systems have the following properties: 
- A CBD system does not require a complete domain model but can produce complete and complex 
designs based on a relatively small knowledge base 
- Design starts from complete cases. implicitly achieving tradeoffs between several functions. Ttus a~oids 
the problem of multicriteria optimization. 
- Appl!ing the design history of existing cases can make design problem solving more efficient. 
- Using cases as the source of knowledge allows learning by storing new cases. 
ACABAS - Architectural Case Based Design System - protoQped in 1990. implemented in LISP and 
AutoLISP and uses Autocad as the graphc engine. Results are tested and kisualized on "Stalker" 
Iisualization software on Silicon Graphcs machines. 
Funded t?. the Swiss Nationalfond under the program NFP 23: Artificial Intelligence and Robotics. 
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Motion Planning in ~ l a n i  CAD Systems 
Koichi Kondo and Koichi Ohtomi 
Mechanical Engineering laboratory 
Research and ke lomen t  Center 
Toshiba Corporation 
Kawasaki. Kanagana. japan 
"This paper discusses a general and efficient method for solving the motion planning problem defined as 
checlung the existence of a collision free path among knoun statioxxq obstacles. and also presents it's 
application to a plant CAD system. The basic approach taken in this method is to resuict the free space 
referred to in path searching and to avoid executing unnecessary collision detection's. The configuration 
space is equally quantized into cell s by placing a rectangular grid and two new search strategies whch 
enumerate restricted cells are introduced for realizing th s  method. One is a local strategy which 
enumerates free space cells only along the boundary of the free space in the configuration space. Another 
is a global strategy which finds the outer boundary of the free space. This method has been actually 
implemented and has been applied to an esample in a nuclear power plant." 
Rough esample of a plant layout using solid primitives and a method of breaking the CAD model into a 
series of small cells. each of which either contains a solid member or does not. Separation between 
elements is calculated and routing for installation is determined based on mo~ing a solid geometry pan 
through the arrangement. 
References: 
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Software design of maintainable knowledge-based systems for 
building design .' 
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Abstract 
Identifying and establishing a basic structure for knowledge representation is one of the keys to successful design 
of knowledge-based computer systems. In Building Design and Construction, this initial knowledge structure can be 
achieved by utilizing a query driven approach to software engineering. As (user) queries reflect the user's demand 
for in/output, i t  is natural to link the overall user dialogue with key elements in the knowledge base. Direct 
connections bewcen  user screens and objects in the knowledge base support prototyping and testing the application 
during development. However, the price for pursuing this approach in its pure form can be high, as needs for later 
maintenance and augmentation of the system can be very hard to fulfil. T o  overcome these problems, a strict user 
interface software separation strategy must be introduced at early stages of software design, and implemented as a 
global control module as independent of the knowledge processing as possible. 
Keywords: bowledge-based;  Query driven: Software design: User interface; Separation: hlaintainablc systems 
1. Introduction 
At the Computer Aided Building Design Unit 
(CABDU), our research efforts are directed to- 
wards the provison of an intelligent building de- 
sign assistant (IBDA). 
IBDA must be an integrated environment con- 
sisting of several computer tools working around 
a central model of the (building) artifact [7,12]. 
Discuss~on is open until December 1995 (please submit 
your discussion paper to the Editor on Architecture and 
Engineering. Y.E. Kalay). 
Corresponding author. 
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This system will employ a variety of information 
technologies spanning from logistics systems. tra- 
ditional CAD systems and computational tools to 
knowledge-based design support systems. Some 
observations on the overall configuration of such 
an integrated environment are briefly presented 
in [3]. Issues like user dialogue and the diversity 
of design domains are outlined. 
In this paper we focus on knowledge-based 
tools, and our aim here is to explore pertinent 
software engineering aspects for this category of 
computer applications. 
In the following we will present and discuss 
the BYGSYS system which at this point is a 
stand-alone knowledge-based system supporting 
roof design. BYGSYS can be regarded as a tool 
1 10 . T. Andersen, N. b'ejrup Carlsen / Airtomatron in Consrntction 4 f 19951 101 -110 
possible links which must be reestablished ac- 
cording to the nature of the augmented function- 
ality. 
This also covers the introduction of cltanged 
order o fke) ,  screen. The nature of the domain. the 
implications and rules etc. which can be derived 
by acquisition, cannot be neglected i f  one wants 
to pursue a sensible consultation process. In the 
example presented above, the selection of roof 
covering (Block2 in control function) do impact 
level 1 to a certain degree, thus reducing the 
choices of preferable roof shapes (which is con- 
trolled by Blockl). This is simply augmented to 
the functional core by adding the relevant rules 
and functions. Test of the system has proven that 
it performs equally well in both scenarios, and 
that our distributed separation method formed a 
sound base for this augmentation of BYGSYS. 
5. Conclusions 
User (query) driven modelling and design does 
without doubt imply incremental prototyping. 
However, in the case of larger systems and/or 
complex knowledge domains, this is only feasible 
if care is taken to have optimal separation be- 
tween the user interface and the functional core. 
of agents in an integrated software environment 
(IBDA) supporting building design. 
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bined with an overall strategy for software sepa- 
ration as a minimum of effort. 
I t  should be pointed out, that our findings and 
related proposed guidelines are based on re- 
search in the spectrum of technical building de- 
sign. These can be classified as engineering do- 
mains. wherein a reductive problem solving ap- 
 roach can be amlied. 
-19) R.A. Guedj et al., iClerhodology of Inrrractron, North- 
Holland. Amsterdam (1980). 
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[I21 J. Pohl, Computer-based cooperative agents. an emerging 
paradigm, Proc. 41h Inf. Symp. on Sysrems Research. 
Infomarics and Cybcnurics, Baden-Badrn. Gennany. 
1993. 
1131 1. Sommerville, Software Engineering. 4th ed.. Addison. 
Wesley. Reading. Mass. (1992). 
[I41 D.A. Watennan. A Guide to Expert Systems. Addison- 
Wesley. 1986. . . 
If a domain satisfies these conditions, the query 1151 D.A. Young, The X Window System-Programmmg and 
driven approach combined with a firm strategy of Applicarrons wrrh .Yt (OSF/MOTIF ed.). Prentice-Hall,, 
Engleupood Cliffs, N.J. (1990). 
pursuing a high degree of independent user dia- [I61 S. kchariassen. Knowledge based computer systems in 
logue. is highly recommendable, and can form a engineering design. Master Thesis. CADBU. Tech. Univ. 
basic software engineering strategy for a number of Denmark. 1993 (in Danish). 
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Knowledge-based design research at the key centre 
of design computing * 
M.A. Rosenman *, J.S. Gero, M.L. Maher 
Key Centre of Des~gn Computing, Deporrment of Architectural and Design Science, Unrtersrr). of Sydney, Sydney, Ausrralio - 
Abstract 
This report outlines the current focus of the research at the Key Centre of Design Computing (KCDC) in the 
field of knowledge-based design and its future directions. The research is classified into seven main areas as follows: 
- Computer-Supported Synchronous Collaborative Design (CSSCD) 
- Design Creativity 
- Evolutionary Models of Design 
- Shape Emergence 
- Design Intent and Multiple Abstractions 
- Integration of Specific and General Knowledge 
- Concept Learning - Machine Learning 
While each such area will be discussed separately, there are many interrelations between them. For example, the 
research on CSSCD includes the research into shape emergence, design intent and multiple abstractions and their 
integration in the one environment; design creativity includes research into shape emergence and evolutionary 
models; CSSCD, evolutionary models, design creativity, case-based design and design intent/multiple abstractions 
all deal with object-oriented or schema-based representations of design objects and classes, using the design 
prototype schema developed at the then Design Computing Unit (DCU). The work on memory organization for 
heterogenous design knowledge includes aspects of concept learning and machine learning. Evolutionary models are 
also seen as an approach to machine learning. 
All the above areas of research are concerned with producing computable models of design processes based on 
integrating artificial intelligence approaches with CAD systems to provide better design support for designers using 
CAD systems. Other areas of research of the KCDC, not described-in this paper are design theory and practice. 
Key wordr: Knowledge-based design; CAD; Collaborative design; Design creativity; Evolutionary design; Shape 
emergence; Design intent; Case-based design; Concept learning; Multiple abstractions 
i '  
L . Correswndinn author. 
1. Computer-supported sjmchronous collabora- 
tive design 
1.1. Aims 
$ ~iscus i ion  is open until December 1994 (please submit your 
discussion paper to the Editors on Architecture and Enginecr- The aim of this research [ I ,  21 is to develop a 
ing, G. Smeltzer and H. Wagter). computer-based design environment in which de- 
0926-5505/94/S07.00 O 1994 Elsevier Sc~ence B.V. All rights reserved 
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more concerned with the issue of knowledge rep- 
resentation, organization and access. 
Further to the work related to the project on 
case-based design. on-going research is con- 
cerned with the organization of case memory with 
flexible indexing of cases for case retrieval and 
browsing using a multi-media approach [22, 231. 
6.2. Concept leanling - machine learning 
6.2.1. Aims 
The aim of this research is to examine the 
application of machine learning techniques in the 
generation of design concepts from design exam- 
ples. More specifically, the research is aimed at 
learning empirical knowledge to assist prelimi- 
nary design ['A, 251. 
6.2.2. Description 
Existing machine learning techniques are in- 
sufficient in a number of ways. For example, 
much of the work on conceptual clustering builds 
upon Fisher's [26] COBWEB which provides a 
methodology for partitioning data spaces. How- 
ever. Alem and Maher [27] show that this is 
insufficient in itself as i t  does not accommodate 
varied attributes across training examples nor 
learning associations among attributes within a 
cluster. In addition, associations between numeri- 
cal and nominal data are not generated. 
The work by Maher and Li (251 considers a 
target representation of design knowledge, called 
a design concept which is based on a group of 
design attributes and associations among these 
attributes and develops an approach to learning 
such concepts. The model for automatically learn- 
ing design concepts from project data is an aggre- 
gation of machine learning and numerical analy- 
sis techniques and has two major components: 
concept aggregation and concept characterisa- 
tion. Concept aggregation involves decisions about 
which entities or features are to be selected and 
grouped into a concept. In concept characterisa- 
tion, the design concepts formed by the concept 
aggregation process are further defined by the 
empirical associations among the design at- 
tributes, in the form of empirical formulae and 
design patterns. 
6.2.3. Summary 
The proposed model has been tested using 72 
bridge designs collected from the Roads and 
Traffic Authority (RTA) in Sydney. Four concept 
spaces were generated that, although unnamed 
by the system, could be recognized as represent- 
ing four bridge design types: simply supported 
girder bridges; plank bridges; continuous bridges; 
and cable-stayed bridges. The empirical networks 
produced by the learning system represent a gen- 
eralization of the examples from previous design 
' .- 
projects. This generalised knowledge can be used I ; 
to provide assistance in the preliminary design of 
new design problems by associating sets of at- 
tributes with concepts and providing initial values' 
I 
for the attributes. 
7. Summary 
This report has outlined some of the research 
areas in knowledge-based design in which the 
Key Centre of Design Computing is involved. All 
these areas have in common the aim of contribut- 
ing to more useful CAD systems as design aids. 
All the areas have an effect on creative design 
and computer-supported collaborative design and 
their understanding and development are neces- 
sary for the understanding and development of 
creative design and computer-supported collabo- 
rative design. 
Future research in knowledge-based design in 
the Key Centre of Design Computing has been 
outlined in each of the areas above, but in gen- 
eral, will concentrate strongly on creative design 
methods, emergence and computer-supported 
collaborative design. The latter area brings into 
focus the area of multi-media communication and 
research will also be directed in this area. 
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Central or distributed organization of design systems? 
Ivan K. Petrovic 
The IMS Inrrirure, Belgrade, Yugosla~ia 
Abstract 
The paper describes two design systems prototypes developed at the IMS Institute: GIMS-EXPERT, a centrally 
controlled system made in 1987, and GIMS-DDS, a distributed design system still under development. Both systems 
produce design sketches of the family houses to be built in "GIMS", a catalogue-based, prefabricated building 
system. Presented and discussed are the two systems gestations, basic concepts, and examples of output. The more 
rigid EXPERT produces the expected designs and is suited for the well-defincd requirements and contexts. while 
the more flexible DDS produces satisficing answers in ill-defined contexts, and can even produce "unexpected" 
designs. I t  can also simulate the performance of GIMS-EXPERT. 
Key words: CAAD; Design expert systems; Distributed design systems 
1. Introduction why, while a "Design methods problem" relates 
The paper describes two design systems proto- 
types developed at the IMS Institute: GIMS-EX- 
PERT, a centrally controlled system, and GIMS- 
DDS, a distributed design system. Both systems 
produce design sketches of the family houses to 
be built in "GIMS", a catalogue-based, prefabri- 
cated building system [I]. The application domain 
suggests that all possible design solutions that can 
be produced (or "selected") from the system cat- 
alogued elements are determined in advance. If 
this is the case, a "Design object problem" re- 
lates to the question of which design to select and 
to the question of which design methods and 
tools to apply for the selection of the required 
designs, and eventual generation of the alterna- 
tive designs from the existing elements. 
Two design systems mentioned reflect two 
types of organization: 
(i) a closed, "deterministic machine" (GIMS- 
EXPERT) and 
(ii) an open, distributed, "almost self-organiz- 
ing system" (GIMS-DDS). 
How do these systems treat the aforementioned 
design problems? Which, of the two, should be 
selected for further development into the com- 
plete "GIMS Design ~ystern"? We shall firstly 
1 * Discussion is open until December 1994 (please submit your describe both systems' traits and after a limited 
. *  discussion paper to the Editon on Architecture and Engineer- attempt answers !hese ques- 
lng, G.  Smeltzer and H. Wagter). tions. 
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the situation changes. Then, this tool becomes a 
fast and challenging interface, a full body contact 
between man and machine, where each partner 
can fool the other. The most important thing 
here is that every idea is represented as a 3-d 
object within seconds. As i t  happens, i t  is just 
possible that the PDP-AAM may be an under- 
cover "agent-anarchist" [23]; when it enters the 
design process, anything can happen (even.cre- 
ative leaps?). 
4.4. What kind of sysrem is the GIMS-DDS? 
The development of DDS tools started as an 
attempt to re-make the GIMS-EXPERT to be 
faster and more efficient. As the various tools 
appeared, doubts were risen as to what control, if 
any, to introduce. The pragmatic and empirical 
approach, "experiment first and propose and 
check a theory later" took its toll in sometimes 
unnecessary work (e.g, in making several very 
similar expert system shells), but the produced 
"kit of tools" proved to be an interesting simulat- 
ments on this manuscript more than once, and 
produced the DDS illustrations. The author 
thanks Ulrich Flemming for his inquiry on the 
reasons why we put an unstable member ltke 
PDP-AAM into a respectable company of the 
tools based on logic; ~t really opened up a serles 
of new questions still unanswered but challeng- 
ing. Thanks are also due to Jens Pohl for showing 
an example of what a real distributed design 
- 
system ought to look like. The last but not least 
I . 
mention goes to Gianfranco Carrara who thought . - -  - -- I
up an interesting conference theme and hosted ; 5~ i*, 
the presentation of this work, and the co-chair- 
man, Yehuda Kalay, for his patience in having to , 
cope with our ever-changing text. The project has 
been supported by the research grants from the 
Scientific Council of the Republic of Serbia and 
the IMS Institute. 
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1. Historical perspective 
In 1971 the Architects' Journal featured a pa- 
per entitled PACE l: Computer Aided Building 
Appraisal [I]. The sofnvare known as PACE 
(Package for Architectural Computer Evaluation), 
initially developed on the Systemshare time-shar- 
ing system accessed on-line from a teletype termi- 
nal over the ordinary voice grade telephone net- 
work, has, in concept at least, survived the subse- 
quent 22 years and remains to this day a crucial 
aid in the teaching of architectural design in the 
University of Strathclyde's Department of Archi- 
tecture and Building Science. 
The intention of PACE, subsequently known 
as GOAL (General Outline Appraisal of Lay- 
outs) was to make explicit to students and practi- 
tioners the "cause and effect" of decision-making 
at the early conceptual and formative stages of 
the design activity, i.e. how her/ his design choices 
regarded form and fabric impacted on the range 
of cost and performance consequences which 
characterise the design (Fig. 1). 
The user of GOAL created form by shaping 
and placing volumes, and chose fabric by selec- 
tion from a constructional database. By naming 
* Corresponding author. 
Discussion is open until December 1994 (please submit your 
discussion paper to the Editors on Architecture and Engineer. 
ing, G.  Smeltzer and H.  Wagter). 
volumes (e.g. classroom. store, stairway) the user 
ensured that the software found the relevant 
functional and environmental requirements of the 
space (e.g. air change rate, proportional limits, 
requirement for daylight, contiguity constraints). 
By choosing a particular construction, the user 
ensured that the software found the relevant 
physical properties of the building fabric (e.g. 
thermal transmissivity, and mass, acoustic attenu- 
ation transparency, colour). 
The topographical and thermo-physical prop- 
erties of the hypothesised design were available 
to a range of calculation routines some of which 
were well established (e.g. energy consumption 
algorithms) and some of which had to be invented 
(e.g. algorithms for the computation of planning 
efficiency). 
The detailed output from GOAL, which was 
organised hierarchically to suit the needs of par- 
ticular users, was also available as a summary of 
design and cost/ performance variables, known as 
the "fingerprint" of the design (Fig. 2). 
The fingerprint of all design hypotheses relat- 
ing to a particular brief could be progressively 
saved and subsequently analysed. The analysis 
offered a mie ty  of options: 
- The cost/performance profile of any indi. 
vidual design could be displayed as a histogram in 
relation to a base line (or benchmark). The base 
against which a design was to be compared could 
be selected by the user and could be, for exam- 
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FIE. 17. Automated elicitatton of a des~gner's belief structures and the derivation of models of the des~gn process. 
back-end of the framework would normally be 
used once a complete description of a building 
had been resolved. The use of sophisticated de- 
sign tools of this form would therefore normally 
be used in a post hoc checking mode. The frame- 
work, adding contextually sensitive defaults, 
makes these applications accessible at an earlier 
stage of the design process, providing an opportu- 
nity to identify and resolve potential problems 
before the production drawing stage, thus saving 
valuable time and resources. 
5.1. F~tntre research 
The KNODES environment blackboard, by 
monitoring and recording transactions between 
knowledge resources, provides a mechanism for 
recording and tracing design decisions. 
This facility is to be used to provide on-line 
protocols of design activity. It is believed that 
where i t  is possible to enumerate designs by means 
of a classification or a diagnostic system (Fig. 171, 
design fingerprints, measured against known met- 
rics, can be used to elicit a designer's belief 
structures and therefore provide some insights 
into the nature of design decision making. 
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Knowledge-based computational support 
for architectural design 
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Abstract 
The process of architectural design aims to define a physical form that will achieve certain functional and 
behavioral objectives in a particular context. It comprises three distinct, but highly interrelated, operations: (1) 
definition of the desired objectives; (2) production of alternative design solutions: (3) evaluation of the expected 
performances of the solutions and their comparison to the predefined objectives. Design can be viewed as a process 
of search for a solution that satisfies stated needs, while at the same time adapting the needs to the opportunities 
and limitations inherent in the emerging solution. 
Computational techniques were developed to assist each one of the three operations, with varying degrees of 
success. We propose to integrate all three operations into one whole, by developing a computational model that will 
facilitate smooth transition from one operation to another. The role of computers in supporting this model will 
include providing a database of prototypical design objectives and solutions. storing project-specific design goals and 
solutions, and predicting their expected performances. This paper discusses the rationale and background for 
developing such a knowledge-based design system, and presents the parameters for implementing it as a computa- 
tional tool to support architectural design. Examples from a protoppe implementation serve to illustrate the 
discussion. 
Key words: Design process; Knowledge base; Partnership paradigm: Design goals; Prototypes 
I.. lntroduction riences and knowledge. The purpose of the pro- 
cess is to define an object (or an environment) 
We consider architectural design a goal-di- that achieves some desired behavioral and spatial 
rected search process which relies on prior expe- characteristics, while conforming to and relying 
upon cultural, social, environmental, and other 
norms. We refer to the object that is being de- 
signed as the solution, and to the desired behav- 
* Corresponding author. 
" Discussion is open until December 1994 (please submit your ioral and spatial characteristics it strives to 
discussion paper to the Editors on .4rchitecture and Engineer- achieve as the goals. We view the Process of 
ing, G. Smeltzer and H. Wagtcr). design as a dialogue between the goals and the 
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achieved outstanding results doing so without the 
aid of computers. It is our contention that it is 
not necessary to fully automate each and every 
one of the design process activities in order to 
significantly improve design productivity and 
quality. Rather, it is more prudent to develop a 
practical symbiosis between the capabilities of 
designers and machines. 
The implementation of our approach is based 
on viewing architectural design as a process of 
search, which aims to reconcile the differences 
between a set of requirements, given by the client, 
and the expected behavior of a design solution, 
proposed by the architect. In the course of nego- 
tiating the differences between the two'ends, 
tradeoffs must be made on both sides. The pro- 
cess also contributes to better understanding the 
problem itself, and informs both the architect and 
the client of initially hidden opportunities and 
irreconcilable conflicts. 
The prototype we have developed forms a 
framework for implementing our proposed design 
partnersirip paradigm. In such partnership, the 
role of the computer can be shifted dynamically 
between passive representation/evaluation and 
active generation/evaluation of design solutions. 
Such dynamics would allow the designer and the 
system to respond to changing requirements, un- 
foreseen problems, and emerging opportunities 
as they arise during the design process. The sys- 
tem demonstrates the feasibility of implementing 
this paradigm. Its utility for practicing architects 
is, nonetheless, yet to be tested. 
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Case-based design in the SEED system ' 
Ulrich Flemming * 
CAD Iniaotire, Technical Unirersify of Denmurk 2880 Lyngby, Denmork 
SEED is a software environment to support the early phases in building design currently under development. 
m o n g  the capabilities intended for SEED is the automatic storage of solutions generated with the system as cases 
and their retrieval for reuse in a similar problem situation. SEED responds to practical demands requiring an 
approach to case-based design that differs from those known from the literature. The paper specifies the SEED 
requirements for case-based design, outlines an approach to satisfy the requirements, and presents technical details 
on the mechanisms under development. 
1. Introduction 
This paper outlines an approach toward the 
representation and reuse of past solutions in 
SEED, a Software Environment to support the 
Early phases in building Design. The project 
sponsors are particularly interested in capabilities 
that support work with recurring building rypes, 
that is, building types dealt with frequently in a 
design firm. Such firms, from housing manufac- 
turers to government agencies, accumulate con- 
siderable experience with recurring building types. 
But this experience is located currently mainly in 
the memory of designers and in institutional 
Author's pennanent address: Carnegie-Mellon/Building 
Industry Computer-Aided Design Consortium (CBCC), 
Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA. 
Discussion is open until December 1994 (please submit your 
discussion paper to the Editors on Architecture and Engineer- 
ing. G.  Smeltzer and H. Wagter). 
records. Computational support for bringing this 
knowledge to bear on new projects remains dis- 
persed and loosely coupled. SEED intends to 
provide systematic and broad support for both 
the creation and evaluation of new designs and 
their reuse in a new, but similar context. 
This motivation aligns SEED with current work 
on case-based design systems [ l ]  and, less closely, 
with prototype-based design systems [2]. But none 
of the approaches described in the literature 
matches exactly the requirements and application 
context of SEED. Section 2 introduces these re- 
quirements, starting with a brief overview of 
SEED. Section 3 outlines an approach toward the 
reuse of solutions in the SEED context that 
matches the requirements. Section 4 deals with 
technical issues that arise from this approach. 
Readers not familiar with the terminology and 
techniques of case-based reasoning and design. a 
subfield of Artificial Intelligence (All, are re- 
ferred to [ I ]  for an introduction. 
0926-5805/94/$07.00 0 1994 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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operation can be used to eliminate functional 
units that do not exist in the problem specifica- 
or that are incorrectly allocated. The edit 
can be used to adapt the dimensioanl 
of a design unit to satisfy certain con- 
straints. At this point, the retrieved solution is 
more or less equivalent to an initial state with 
preplaced units. and the normal add and gener- 
ate operators can be used to allocate or re-alioc- 
ate functional units that are not yet or no longer 
allocated. 
At any time, a design unit may have no func- 
tional unit associated with it, in which case all 
constraints on its shape and location are relaxed. 
This suggests an exciting extension of the re- 
trieval procedure' outlined in Section 4.2. If we 
allow functional units to be comparable - on an 
optional basis - not only with subclasses, but 
also with superciasses, we may be able to retrieve 
layouts based on size and dimensional constraints 
alone; for example, we may retrieve a narrow, 
linear scheme from a project dealing with build- 
ing functions that differ from the ones currently 
under consideration. 
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Abstract 
This paper provides a framework for the development of Computer-Aided-Design/ Computer-Aided-Construction 
(CAD/CAC)  systems. A description of the proposed CAD/CAC systems is provided. Thc proposed system contains 
software tools related to (1) conceptual design, ( 2 )  structural and foundation analysis. (3)  design of structural 
components. (4) routine geometric, mathematical, and optimization functions. ( 5 )  construction management. (6) 
Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP), (7) process simulation, and (8) constructability analysis. On-going 
research work in areas related to CAD/CAC systems are highlighted. Incorporation of Group Technology ( G I )  
paradigm for civil engineering structures to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed systems is 
investigated, Issues related to algorithm development are also discussed. Possible extension of Automatically 
Programmed Tools (APT) language to include construction industry processes are examined. Specifically, the 
programming level syntax of APT can be extended by adding construction related vocabulav and features to only 
two out of five statement types and processor-level syntax can be extended by incorporating additional modular 
features. 
K ~ n ~ o r d s :  Construction process planning; Computer aided process planning; CAD/CAC; Rectangle adjacency 
graph (RAG);  Automatically programmed tools (APT); Group technology (GT)  
1. Introduction 
There are three main participants in facility 
delivery process: (1) an owner, (2) a designer, and 
(3) a constructor. According to Miyatake, Manag- 
ing Director of Shimizu, Computer Integrated 
Construction (CIC) includes not only design and 
construction issues, but also business-related 
functions such as marketing and financing of the 
three main project participants. Computer- 
' Discussion is open until August 1995 (please submit your 
discussion paper to the Editor on Construction Technologies. 
M.J. Skibnieuski). 
' Corresponding author. 
Aided-Design/ Computer-Aided-Construction 
(CAD/CAC) systems proposed by Kunigahalli 
and Russell [17], is a subset of CIC and focuses 
upon design and construction issues within the 
facility delivery process. 
The proposed design and construction inte- 
grating system requires multi-disciplinary re- 
search efforts in, a variety of areas such as (1) 
Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) and geometric 
modeling, (2) algorithms and data structures, (3) 
Artificial Intelligence, (4 )  Computer Numerical 
Control (CNC) and robotics, ( 5 )  operations re- 
search in stochastic and deterministic processes, 
(6) data communication with Local Area and 
Wide Area Networks, (7) simulations, (8) Com- 
0926-5805/95/S09.50 Q 1995 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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This paper describes \.4TLRN. a powerful constraint-system shell that pro\.ides 
kno\vledge integration and reasoning features ideally suited to supporting 
concurrent engineering approaches to design. SATURN is a logic-based 
constraint modeling sbstem. tightly coupled with a relational database. and 
supported by a truth n~aintenanse system. This paper prescnts S.4TURN.s 
architecture and its modeling and manipulation teihniques. An example 
appl~cation in automated-storage-a~d-rctrieval-s)stem design is provided 10 
illustrate how a S.ATURN constraint-based model is constructed by a concurrent 
engineering deslgn team. which then can tk: used by a product designer lo create a 
feasible design Unique features of this constraint-system shell incluie its rich 
knowledge rcpresentat~on fasil~ties. its seamless integration of forward. backward 
and relational database inferencing, and its engineer-oriented user interface. 
Kej. ,c,ords: concurrent engineering. product design, constraint satisfaction, logic, 
logic programming, relational databases. automated storage and retrieval s! stems. 
Today's con~pet i t ive market reqaires that engineering 
#:ompanics rcast quickly to  volatii;. market demands and  
?rowing prodllct complexity thr ,ugh efficient design 
processes rhat ensure a product's quality. co~npet i t ive 
price and prompt availability t o  consumers. Success 
stories' have shown that this can be achieved by 
!clopring a design philosophy ter1nc.d concurrent 
engii;eer~ng (CE). This  philosophy encourages the 
s i~nultancous consideration of all aspects of a product's 
I,!'c cycle at  the design stage. It  stresses a par;?:lel 
;rpproach t o  design that  is different from the more 
traditional approach where products are designed in 
isolation and only then considered in terms of their 
r~ianufacturability, testability, quality. serviceability, 
e t ~ . ~ - ~ o n c e ~ t u a l l ~ ,  the CE approach to dcsign scems 
plain. Practically, however, when considering the life 
cycle of e\ en thc simplest prod~lct ,  the number of  aspects 
to  be considered at  the design >ta?ge is quite formidable. 
T o  counter this problem, conipanies usually set u p  
design teamss-'  hose members, drawn from all stages 
'This ivork \\as funded in part by the National Science 
Foundarion, ;rant numbcr UDI\i-R9i4200. 
of the product's life-cycle. are  responsible for ensuring 
that their design rules a re  satisfied (or  at least 
considered) at  the time of design. Design rules are 
derived from many sources including: tables found in 
manuals, standards established locall). nationally and 
internationall!, equations found in teutbooks. and 
heuristics based on expcrience and elpertise. St111 
others a re  based on  the results of ~echniqlles like 
simulrition and proccss planning. Each of the \.arious 
rules cserts a constrairiing influence on the c\.ol\.ing 
design (our interpretation of  d e s ~ g n  rules is thus 
s jnonymous  ~ . i t h  that of  c,onstraints) and scrtes to  
guide a desigller in makin? fcasiblc Jcsign decisions. As 
~ : e ~ v  information surfaces during escli step of the design 
the consrquences of  the design dccisinn are chtcked 
against the design constraints t o  enbure coi;forn~ity. If a 
dccision results in some o f  the constraints no \  being met. 
the team members interacti\.cly co l labora~c  to reso1i.e or 
minimize the potential do\\.nstrea~ii nlnnufacturing 
conflicts. This essentially results in an interactive 
constraint satisfaction p;,~~:css that i, best pc.~.foimcd if 
the team members t l ~ c ~ : ! ~ c l \ ~ e s  are rcspi . sible for  
building and maintaining the constraint-b,\>.d models. 
As the design e\,olvc.s. nc\\, deqign-rulcs. procedures a ~ i d  
manuals are  written so as  to  record nc\+ a i ~ d  dr  ~ t p d d t t d  
using the cell references bl?=blO'b9'b8). Using the 
Justification window, a designer or  an application 
b'uilder can trace through the complex interconnections 
among constraints and values. 
Another window into the ATMS is the Violation 
window. Itsepurpose is to show which constraints are 
violated and which assumptions (designer assignments) 
caused the violation. For example, suppose a designer 
changes the value for the number of unit loads to store 
(cell b13. named nuls) from 15 360 to 16 000. This causes 
the constraint located in cell k2? to be violated since the 
number of unit loads to store now exceeds the storage 
capacity (cell hl5,  named masnlrls)  of 15 360 unit loads. 
The Violation window is shown at the bottom of Fig. 11. 
The violated constraint is shown as k22 in the 
Consrrainrs box and its form is shown in the Constraint 
box. The values that have caused the violation and the 
cells in which they are located are listed in the 
Assumptions box. A designer can use this information 
to 'fix' any occurring violations. A feasible design is 
obtained once all of the logic constraints have been 
satisfied. This is reflected in the constraint-sheet by the 
symbol, #TRUE. 
7 CURRENT LIMITATIONS 
Although SATURN was developed as a tool to support 
CE. its flexibility in knowledge representation and 
reasoning makes it quite generic in applicability je.g. 
see Ref. 2). The largest application built in our 
laboratory to date has c. 500 constraints and is used 
for printed wiring board (PWB) design. In the current 
version of SATURN the total number of variables and 
constraints for a model is limited by the constraint-sheet 
size of 2500 constraint-sheet cells. SATURN. however, 
allows multiple constraint-sheets to be opened simulta- 
neously and in the future, communication facilitated 
between the sheets will increase the number of allowable 
variables and constraints. Although the PWB applica- 
tion runs with good performance on a 486 machine, it is 
doubtful that significantly larger applications would 
execute in a reasonable amount of time on the same 
platform. Lastly, in this version of SATURN, the 
equation rewriting system in the Constraint Engine 
limits equations to a linear form. 
8 CONCLUSIONS 
A constraint-system shell, named SATURN, has been 
developed as a tool to support CE approaches to design. 
The architecture, the modeling and the manipulation 
techniques that form the basis of this tool have been 
reviewed. SATURN is a logic-based constraint' model- 
ing system, tightly coupled with a'relational database, 
and supported by a truth maintenance system. 
SATURN incorporates rich representation formalisms 
that accommodate both the large volume and the wide 
variety of knowledge required for large scale CE 
systems. Its' constraint engine is based on constraint 
propagation and constraint satisfaction algorithms that 
permit a designer to;approach a design from any 
number of perspectives. Additionally, it provides 
support for interactive constraint satisfaction and  
constraint' violation resolution during the design 
process. Integrating these features into the familiar 
spreadsheet-like user interface has significantly simpli- 
fied model building. allowing developers to focus more 
on the model building process and less on AI-oriented. 
programming techniques. Together these qualities 
provide for powerful knowledge integration and the 
means with which to support the building and 
application of constraint-based ,models for CE. This 
makes SATURN an attractive support tool for 
engineers engaged in CE in design. 
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Abstract 
.Although the czse-based reasoning (CBR) process is domain dependent, certain aspects of i t  can readil!. be cap- 
tured into a gc:~eric frameuork uhish in turn can be applied ro various engineering domains. One such exercise 
that has been Lavied out is described hcre. In this paper, He present the notion that CBR can be formalized and 
applied in a specialized frameuork in an integrated knouledge-based entironment. We rirst analyze rhe CBR 
proce5s to abstract the steps iniolied in the de\ flopment of a CBR system. H'e then propose a framework in which 
most of these steps are formalized so that the) can be applied in a domain-independent manner. The salient fea- 
tures of this frdmework, called CXSETOOL (CASE-based reasoning TOOL-kit), are then described. The high- 
light of this  approach is the use of a concept called design criticism in the CBR process. The versatility of the tool 
is demonstrated through an applica!ion froni the bridge engineering domain. 
K e > ~ o r d s :  Car--Based Reasoning; Engineering Design; KBS D.:\elopment Tool; Bridge Design 
Engineering design involves wide usage o f  domain-  
specific knowledge and  considerable problem sol\,ing 
skills to  come up ~ i t h  a clear, concise, and unambiguous 
specification of the artifact being designed (Dym & Levitt, 
1991). In engineering domains,  the solution generation 
pr .xess  is experience-based and  highly iterative. Hence, 
de~ig i i  experts hake recommcnded a study of similar cases 
for obtaining solutions at I ~ r i o u s  tages (Heins & Lawrie, 
1984). According to them, the study of similar cases gives 
a n  approsimately good estimate of design parameter val- 
ues to  start with. hloreover, various feasible solutions can 
be generated at different stages of problcm solving (>la-  
Lcr, 198t ,  1990). T o  select a possiblc best solution, thcse 
feasible iolutions are  then critiqued from ~ a r i o u s  aspects 
(Shi1.a K i ~ m a r  et al., 1394). However, this process is time 
consunling and  i t  is possible t o  avoid going through the  
same escrcise if \ye know the history of past problem solv- 
ing episodes. All these factors point toward the applica- 
bility of  past cases in engineering design domains.  
Analogical reasoning is a very efficient way t o  use past 
experitnee. Corbonell suggested that analogical rcason- 
ing is a cetltral injerence tnerhod in human cog~lrrion, and 
defined it as: 
transferring knowledge from past problem ;ol\,ing epi- 
sodes to  new problems that share significant aspects 
with corresponding past experience and using the trans- 
ferred knowledge to construct solutions to the new prob- 
lem (Corbonell,  1983). 
Depending upon the problem definitiorl of past and cur- 
rent situations, either rransjort~~ational o~tolog~~ (Corbonell, 
1983) o r  deril-arional unalogy (Corbonell,  1996) can be 
used for solving the current problem. /lnalogical reason- 
ing and design dependent reasoning ( C ~ a i g  Howard er al., 
1989) can be used in the models mentioned above to guide 
the  sdarch through shorr and apprc\p! inte paths in the 
search space. Rcasoninp based on a . i n ~ i l ~ ~ .  pas! problem- 
solving experience helps the designer to  exploit tile useful 
details specific t o  a particular similar case. This problem- 
solving strategy is termed as case-bawd reasoning (CBR) 
(Schank, 1982; Kolodner, 1985; Schank, 1956; Riesbeck 
& Schank,  1989) and is based o n  the premise that human 
reasoning processes a re  founded on specific experience 
rather than a set of general guidelines. It rclatcs a current 
- -  - .- - - -- - . . - situation t o  the closest specific experience in memory and 
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Abstract 
The E\plorer parametric dcsign assi1:ant. an inreracti\e tool that proiidec intelligent support for searihing 
concurrent-CI.; ,.erring trade-rpazcs under multiple, conflicting objciti\es, is described. The s).stcln proiidcs a 
conienient n:c,inc for speiif!ing c .  ~ltiple, cross-di*;iplinar! constrainrs in terms of ~ables ,  formulas, and logi;al 
c c n ! ~ ~ n < ~ s .  B a v J  cl11 these data, thc  j! stem perfo, :'r ~nteracti\e constraint checking, iomputes feasible designs, 
and proiidec praphiial anal!.sis facilirics, alloi\ing users ro colnpare designs based on multiple criteria. .As a first 
application. E\pl< rer has been used a. a printed circuit board (PCB) construcrion design assistant. In initial tests, 
Elplorer ha! he!;-'.d users to find desrgn ~onfigurar ion~ nor pre~iourl! considered that yield comparable perlor- 
niaiiie and cost hile offering better manufazturabilit! and reliabilr~!. The capabilities and use of the E\plorer 
s!,sicm are desirlbed in  detail, the underlying techilclopies are ou~lincd, and an e\.aluatron of the protot!pe s!,s- 
tern is p!t,en~ed. 
lie!uords: Concurrent Eng~ncciing; Constraint Sa:isfaction; Human Computer Interaction; Intr.llipcnt .4ssistanr; 
Trade Spaces 
1. IhTRODL'C'TIOS neither possible nor sufficient. Engineers \I itb specific 
\\'hen the entire life cycle of  a product is considered, 
man! differ:nt, often conflicting, factors must be in- 
cluded in its design. Not only must the  product satisfy 
[!pica1 design requirements such as  heing fast,  small, 
and light, i t  must also be eff~sicntl!' manurac t~ l rab le ,  
reliable, repairable, and disposable. Unfor tu~~ate l ! ,  each 
of these factors is, in itself. a n  entire discipline, a n d  typ- 
ical design etigineers simply cannot  be expe,ti.d t o  have 
all the requircd expertise. This has  led t o  t?ic ad\,ent of  
Loncurrent-c~iginceririg approaches such as Integrated 
Product Dc\ cloprnent ( IPD)  realns. These focus on  bring- 
i n t  a su:'fici~~ritl!~ diverse set of .;nginr.crs togcther earl!, 
in tlie desi: . phase so that all I~fe-cbcle issues can  be 
knoi4ledge a re  of ten not available \vlicn needed, and the 
interactions a m o n g  the disciplines lead to a trade-space 
that no single engineer understands. Both of these prob- 
lems can be addressed by creating a tool that captures as- 
pects of  each engineer's knowledge and combines that 
kno\vledge into a single trade-space search assistant. 
\\'e have created a tool ,  called Explorer.  that sup- 
pons  intelligent, highly intcracti\,e searchcs of \ \\ncurrent- 
engineering trade-spaces bnder conflicling it!)jecti\es. 
Elplorer  combines the use of  automated c L ~ r m ~ t r s i n t  at- 
 sfa action algorithms and a flesible graphic :! L.i;:~;an inter- 
face to yield an intelligcnt assiztant. Sprtcifi\ 'I I ! ,  E\pIcxr'r 
supports the follo\\ing major capabilities: 
considered. 
0 .4 declarati\e Lno\\ledge and Ja ta  format In tc.~rns o f  
E \ ~ I I  though I P D  is a n  important  step in inipro\ ing 
\4 hich engineers from ~ a r i o u s  d~sciplines i an  .i)c'clfy 
product do<- lopnien t ,  there a r e  m a n y  cases \$here i t  is general constraints and metrics for thelr do9:ialn. 
- -- - - . . - - - - - - - - - -- - This forllis the static Lnonledge base of a specific 
R c l ) r ~ n l  requesrs lo Dr l ) ?n~e l  R EuoLLa, I.oclhr.rd Palo 4110 Re-  E\ ylorer application (e.g., for tlie dorilain of p~ ~ n t e d  
ccarch 1 abs. 0 96.10. B ?:-IF. 3251 Hanoier Srrcel. Palo 41to. C.4 clr~*uit  board desien). - .  
91304, U . S . A .  Phone: -ll5-!c1.5?9l; fax:  1l.c.354.5235; E-mai l :  An interacti\.e interface by \vliich an iridi\ idual de- 
d r k @  aic loclhccd corn 
I Crrrrd~i!  a f i i b ~ ~ ~ o r i :  I.oiLhted Palo A l i ~ l  Rcsca~sh Labs ,  0z.96-20. signer can enter p robkm-spcc i f . i~  rcquirc~nc.nts and 
II 254F. 32.21 H d n m c r  SIIXI. Palo A I W ,  CX 91301, U . S . . 4 .  properties (e.g.,  for  the spccific circuir b u r d  treing 
ceptunl dejigr~ of satr.I!::es and bicycles have sho1r.n prom- 
ise as E ~ p l o r t i  applications, h!oreo\er, since Explorer is, 
in effect, a gciicric spreadsheet tool,  its applicability goes 
b q o n d  engintering. Howevcr, the benefit t o  concurrent 
enginecring is tangible and clcdr. Explorer permits design- 
ers to gain a better unclsrstanding of multidisciplinnry 
trade-spaces, and it  c r~codes  aspects of each I P D  team 
member kno\ i ledgt  so  individual designers can bcnefit 
froni the teani's e\pr.rtise even when separated b), space 
and time. This allo\r.s thc conlples and often conflictin; 
clenler.;.; of rriultiplc cnginccrs' expertise to be integratid 
into a ;ingle, uell-inforn:td design deciiion. 
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Knowledge based floor plan design by space 
partitioning: A logic programming approach 
L. B. Kovacs 
Department of Computer Science, Universip of Copenhagen, Universitetsparken I ,  DK- 
2 100 Copenhagen 0 Denmark 
This paper describes the incremental development of a knowledge based system for supponing 
floor plan design. A method of gradual space partitioning is developed which allows large 
flexibility in expressing demand, including highly incomplete descriptions. A simplified logic 
programming language is used to provide a readable and precise description of tasks, concepts, 
methods, regulations and other knowledge. A variety of architectural constraints are used to 
express demand, regulate solvability and improve efficiency of reasoning. A new lexicographic 
method is embedded in the system to increase time efficiency and convenience of use. The 
s!,stem is implemented in Prolog. Detailed experimentation with reasonably realistic design 
tasks are shown. 
Key Words: logic programming, knowledge representation, concept modeling, demand 
modeling, space partitioning, lexicographic rules, combinatorial explosion, efficiency of 
reasoning, reasoning on constraints, rectangular design, architectural space planning. 
Recent advances in knowledge based systems 
technology promise new hopes of complex support in 
areas like architectural and engineering design, requir- 
ing deep knowledge and experience in a variety of sub- 
jects, high skills and strong reasoning with the - often 
inexact - conflicting goals. It is no more only the raw 
computer power, which can take over annoying routine 
parts of the job, but also an intelligent assistance in all 
kinds of human mental activities such as reasoning con- 
cept formation, knowledge interpretation, creation of 
completely new methods, modeling and solving ill- 
defined problems. The degree of automation of the 
design process however should be controlled by the 
human designer according to the task, the present phase 
and hislher confidence in the present system action. 
Open system, open minded human designer, good 
exchange of views (explanation) and learning from good 
results and mistakes both automatically and consciously 
are important assets of such a fruitful 'cooperation'. 
Floor plan design is an architectural space planning 
activity determining subspaces of a given space accor- 
ding to various more or less defined or implicitly 
understood requirements and conflicting criteria. 
Typical problems of this category are, the floor plan of 
an apaRmen1, a family house or one storey of an office 
building. A facility layout in an industrial environment 
may lead to a similar problem. The requirements may 
include bounds for the sizes or restrictions on the shapes 
and locations of rooms, adjacency of rooms, orientation 
of windows, lighting conditions, convenient internal 
traffic. etc. At first, the floor and the rooms will be con- 
sidered as rectangles. This condition will be relaxed, the 
( 1991 Elhev~er S c ~ r n c t  Publ~shers Ltd 
floor and the room will be compositions of adjacent rec- 
tangles. 
The family of rectangular'design problems is quite 
large. I t  includes various cutting or placement type of 
applications with specific constraints, such as the cutting 
of metal, glass, wood, textile sheets into smaller rec- 
tangles. Numerous Guillotine6." and non-Guillotine 
cuttingJ algorithms have been developed, including one 
of a network type7 and a general flexible tree search 
method26. There are many different approaches to the 
automatic generation of floor plans as well: cataloguing 
of small rectangular plans for further processing'. 
various graph r e p r e s e n t a t i ~ n ~ . ~ ~ , ~ ,  exhaustive genera- 
tion and abstracti~n". '~,  optimization in focus3' and 
many others". These systems have been implemented 
using imperative (procedural) languages like Fonran or 
Pascal. 
Logic programming plays an important role in 
intelligent systems and also in the present paper. I t  can 
be viewed as a language, which can be used to reflect 
our meaning, intention, knowledge in a readable, yet 
sufficiently precise form to lay the basis of a computer 
system specification. Furthermore, the clear logic can 
support various algorithmic interpretations, and is thus 
very flexible in use. Fortunately the computer language 
Prolog inherits this double (logic and procedural) inter- 
pretation and contains additional features for controlling 
execution and other functions like internal and external 
communication. Many books have been written on logic 
programming and P r~ log~~~ '~ '~ . " . " .  
Floor plan design by logic programming has been car- 
ried out24 using some rules for matching predefined 
rooms to form a floor. A series of papers by Gero and coyne 10, I 1.20 also use predefined rooms and certain 
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A METHOD FOR FORMUL.ATION OF THE 
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF NON-FOSSIL 
FUEL FIRED POWER PLANTS 
E n e r y !  Erigineering it~sritute. Sat1 Diego Slurt> L'nirersity, Snn Diryo, 
CA 92182, U.S.A. 
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I n  th~s paper crlicrla for efficient and optlmal des~gn of~hermal s!s!ems are prcscntcd The maln cnlphascs of 
the paper IS In the problem set-upand In the structunngof the lhermal s)stem design ~nforrnatcon dur~np thc 
conceptual deslgn phase A two-levcl dengn structure (macro-leiel and m~cro-leiel) 1s ~ntroduced to enable 
thc dcs~pncr to a d ~ p l  h~s  deslgn to the aiallable lor ~cqu~rcd~technolog~ eiel. I)pe ofapplica~~on,econorn~c 
fdctors, and O & V  requlrcments At the macro-leiel of deslgn. eccirnmlc leaslbcllty (buslncss) dec~s~ons are 
made. uhlle at the m~cro-level oidesrgn, tcchnlcal feas~bcl~ty ienpncerlng) dec~s~ons are made A 50 hl\5 
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I. BACKGROUND 
h'on-fossil renewable energy sources (e.g. wood. refuse. trash, wood residues. pulp, etc.) 
offer flexible, affordable, locally available, and sustainable alternatives to fossil 
fuels' '. Wood, a renewable non-fossil fuel (commonl!. referred to as a bio-mass energy 
source). is one of the most widely used energy sources around the world. Throughout 
history. ~vood-based fuels have been the principal source of energy utilized by man9. In 
the past. most of the wood residues generated from the forest products industry have 
been either burned without energy recovery or disposed of as solid waste. However, in 
the recent past. there has been an increasing interest in utilizing these residues to gcne- 
rate poNer, especially in the Pacific Northwest N here forest residucs are abundant9. 
Globally, an average of 25 percent of the wood entering the timber industry is 
available for conversion to energy, for industrial. commercial and utility applica- 
t i ~ n s ' ~ - " .  In the United States the percentage is higher at about 33 percent. Wood- 
fired electricity generating facilities can provide significant contributions to the power 
supply. Since 1983 four wood-burning power plants have been built in the U.S., with 
121 M W installed capacity8. In the development of a 11ood (or any non-fossil fuel) fired 
small power plant (5 to 100 M W) using a "standardized" power plant design will not be 
appropriate, because of the uniqueness of the fuel. and the environmental effects of the 
fuel before and after processing. Moreover, plant locatlon and system configuration are 
very much fuel dependent. Therefore, an efficient design method is needed for small 
power plant design and implementation. 
sures as the basis. The following improvements to the model can make the design 
process more thorough: 
Including other subsystenis (e.g. condenser) into the optimization; this will allow 
.for studying a more complex interaction between the subsystems. 
Including a more sophisticated heat balance program (e.g. Ref. [34]) that can 
handle technical data for the subsystems, and the interactions between them. 
Incorporating electricity sales price, ROI models, and life cycle costing (LCC) into 
the economic analysis. 
Work is underway at the San Diego State University (SDSU) Energy Engineering 
Institute, to implement these improvements as well as to increase the current knowl- 
edse of interactions, and couplings, among thermodynamic simulation, engineering 
decisions, and business decisions in power plant design. 
SDSU's overall research effort is aimed at developing design/optimization methods 
for optimal design of thermal energy systems. In particular, methods combining 
thermal simulation models with mathematical optimization techniques, and a unified 
(generic) designioptimization perspective applicable to any thermal system, ranging 
from as small as a residential air conditioner to a large power plant, are being 
developed. The universal objective function is made up of maximum efficiency and 
minimum cost (initial, life-cycle, etc.). 
Design trade-off studies for various types of thermal systems (e.g, cogeneration, 
thermal energy storage, HVAC, passive solar, parabolic trough concentrating collec- 
tor, small power plants, etc.) are carried out in developing the universal (generic) 
thermal system design/optimization perspective. 
The author is thankful to Mr. Donald Lark. Managing Director of SDSU Energy Engineering Institute, for 
h ~ s  help in the project. and for the countless hours he spent with Mr. Javccd Mohamed who worked on 
a 51. S. thes~s on the subject. Also, thanks are due to Dr. Farrokh Mistree ofGeorgia Tech for his continued 
insp~rational support of the author's research program. 
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APPENDIX A: OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY: COMPROMISE THROUGH 
SELECTION DSP 
A.1 Ocerciea 
In order to select the optimum cycle design, a selection DSP, which uses the quantitat- 
ive (hard) information from Table 3, along with somequalitative(soft) information (e.g. 
reliability), must be developed. The formulation of such a DSP is presented below. Full 
details of a selection DSP can be found in Refs. [24,29-311. Only a brief overview of the 
particulars of the model are presented here. 
A.2 Fon~iu lnt ing a selection D S P  
The steps for such a selection DSP are: 
r Generating alternatives, 
r Screening the alternatives, 
r Identifying feasible alternatives, 
r Weighing the attributes, 
r Giving attribute ratings to the alternatives, 
r Evaluating the merit function, 
r Ranking the alternatives, and 
r Post solution analysis. 
Generarlng nlrerttorices. The list of alternatives for the case study plant were based on 
altering the extraction pressures and temperatures at the turbine, and on the number of 
feedwatrr heaters in each configuration. As a result fifteen configurations of the power 
plant were evaluated. These are listed in Table 3 .  
Scree~iitig the nlrenlnrires. Any infeasible alternatives selected at the previous step, are 
deleted from evaluation. 
Identi/:riny frczsihle alrernarires. This step involves furnishing information and specifi- 
cation to all alternatives. This step involves assigning weights to attributes in the order 
of their importance. The criteria (attributes) used in this model are shown in Table A.1, 
along with their relative importance. The four atributes are: initial cost, operation and 
maintenance cost, reliability and efficiency. The ranking is done from the most 
important to the least important in ascending order. 
Assiyni,ig a t t r ih t~re  r a t i ~ ~ y s  to alrernarices. Rating values for each alternative can be 
derived using different types of scales, viz. ratio, to interval and ordinal scales. An 
ordinal scale can be used when the attributes are qualitative in nalure. 
Table A.l Relative Importance of A~tributes. 
.irrriburrs Rlmkiny Heiyhrs h'ormalrrc'd I\'rltyl~rs 
- - ~~ 
In~tial Cost 2 3 0.3 
0 % M Cost 3 7 0.2 
Rcllabilitg 4 1 0. I 
Efficiency I 4 0.4 
Sum 10 I 
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When using an ordinal scale, the attributes are normalized, so that all attributes are 
of the same magnitude. When a larger value of an attribute rating represents preference, 
Ri j  = (A,, - ATi")/( A y '  - AYi") (A .  1 )  
When a smaller value of an attribute rating represents perference, 
Tables A.2 and A.!, show the attribute ratings and normalized ratings for the fjl,e 
alternatives. 
Ecaluaring the r~~erir/ur~ction. The next step in solving a selection DSP is to define and 
evaluate the merit function. A merit function combines all the individual ratings of 
attributes together using proper weights or importances defined earlier. The most 
frequently used model in evaluating the merit function is a linear model, 
where, rn = number of alternatives 
n =number of attributes 
I ,  = relative importance ofjth attribute 
Rij  = rating for alternative i, attribute j 
,If F i  = value of merit function for alternative i 
Rollking r l~e  alterr~trrices. The alternatives, are ranked from highest value to the lowest, 
after the merit functions are evaluated. Ranking is shown in Table A.4. A merit score of 
one (1) corresponds to a perfect system and a score of zero (0) corresponds to an 
unsatifactory system. According to Table A.4, configuration B with low T & P is the 
optimal system design. 
Post solurion anol~s i s2 ' .  Post solution analysis of the selection process consists of 
validation and sensitivity analysis. The latter involves sensitivity of the solution to 
Table A.2 A ~ ~ r i h u t e s  Rating lor [he Alternatives' 
A1rcrnat1r.e Coprral Cost. 0 & .W Cost, R e l l a h i l ~ t j  Efic~enc) 
.Jf.\fS M M S  Rating O /  ' 0  
AH P 17.53 0.3506 5 29.72 
B H P  18.01 0.3602 4 32.62 
CH P 18.56 0.37 12 3 32.90 
D H  P 19.04 0.3808 ? 33.18 
E H P  19.60 0.3920 1 33.45 
A M P  16.61 0.3322 10 28.30 
B M P  17.11 0.3422 9 3 1.00 
C M P  17.63 0.3526 8 3 1 .23 
D M P  18.01 0.3KJ2 7 3 1.46 
E h l P  18.62 0.3724 6 31.61 
ALP 15.82 0.3164 I5 27.37 
BLP 16.25 0.3250 14 30.90 
C L P  16.75 0.3350 13 30.13 
D L P  17.18 0.3436 12 30.3 1 
ELP 17.69 0.3538 - 7- 30.36 
' Reh~bl l l t )  rallnps arc bawd on turblne throttle pressure and tempcralurc of thc c>cle Lower ratings 
lndlcalc greater r c l ~ ~ b ~ l l l )  It IS assumed that cycle operaline a! lower Tk P will lnhcrentl) be more 
rellable In 11s long term o p r a u o n  
Table A.3 Normalized Attribute Rat in~s  ., 
.4lrernarrce Coprlul Cosr, 0 & At Cost. Rrliabilrty Eficiency 
MMS MMS % 















Table A.4 Merit values for the Alfernatives. 
Alrrrntlrive ~ktrr ir  Rank 
AHP 0.502 12 
BH P 0.579 6 













changes in the attribute weights and sensitivity ofthe solution to change in the attribute 
ratings. Post solution analysis is described in detail in Refs. [29-311. Post solution 
analysis is very important due to the nature and quality (hard and soft) of the 
informntion being used. This step involves two parts, namely, the validation of the 
solution and determining the effects on the solution of small changes in the relative 
importance attributes and also the changes in the attribute ratings. The goal of 
validation is to ensure that thedesigner feels comfortable with the computer solution. If 
there are any subjective misgivings these need to be resolved by modifying the ratings 
and, or altering the formulation. 
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ship d Oxm'foundarion, Technical Cornmince on CIM for: jfi#wil&nl ' 
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Abstract ' :r*dncously anc J:'.,:: : 
'Ihc Ship dr Ocm Foundation hu c&ndusdng feasibiil&b&Wa 'ob: b d  uublLckiag 1 
concep&b-or CTM for shipbuilding. Now we 28d finished h i p i n g  
1 -4 
. concept to develop the pilot model which consists of pmducr model system. $&but 
; s e a  c3n s ~ s m n s  and user interface. and have been pmtotypin~,Lhcm to sNdy fhc by --- 
; uchnologies in h e  rquircmcnu for rho CIM for s h i p b u J 6 u ~ l h h  pw in~&uccs & 
'. ..... , . '- : , . '  
, findings obtained b u g h  kc processes study *Am 
2 .  I ....... . ,, I ' l .  
\ In = o a t  y e w .  there is r gowing h a n d  for compu& 1 n t e g k d  h u f a c ~ g  fm 
: shipbuilding (CIM for shipbuilding) to enhance the productivity and to hprove the Lbor. . , 
intensive krdusuy [I], 
: Under rhc circumswccs. the Shipbuilding'Rescush Association of Japan made r 
' fundamental survey on he method &d possibiliry to eonrrmct the CIM for shipbuilding in 
its 'Study on New Generation Technologies for Design. Roducuon and Maintenance of 
Ships' (SR2101, and proposed that i f  was. cffcnivt to study the key technologies by 
, developing a pilot modcl phor to the comprrhensive dtvcloprnear (2). 
Bawd on the SR210 proposal. the Ship k Ocean Foundttionorpanized Technical 
Committee on CIM for Shipbuilding" in 1989 and is now promoting a three-year pmjcn on 
the research and development of I pilot model prior t o  the development of CIM for 
shipbuilding. By studying the following mrjor~te;hnical subjects lhrough the nseuch and 
&vclopment of the pilot model. the Cornmirtee aims 10 offer fundamental materials to 
rhipyards with which hey can decide whelhcr they should sm Bc development.of CIM for 
shipbuilding. 
The Cornminee complctcd chc design of the pilot model in 1989 [3], developed a d  
evaluated asprototype of pilot model based on the derign documents in 1990 141, and is 
funhn promoan'p research and development ro make a comprehensive evriuation this ycu. 
This paper. inuoduies the findings obuincd through the processes ro s~udy the subjects 
(product model system, data b w  system, upm sysom, user interfact and object-oriented/ 
protoryping) in the key ttchnologies. 
4 . .. . 
. '  . . I  
Scheduling System of CIM for Shipbuilding Appped Roduct Model, 
Process-Equipment Model and Operation-Resource Model ' 
muumua Nakmms, Kuutoshi H o ~ ~ U C ~ L -  . T i k a b  Minemum, 
Technical Committee on CIM for Shipbuilding, Ship k O c m  Fwndrrion, 
, , . # - . - . , I  . , ,  ,: :,,.. f',.? . ; l a , < -  "-, .; ; . Q  
Abstract . . ". 
'it it vy Nacdt to consauct a cdmputct system in the lhipbuilding indusay when rll 
work commcnca upon the ieceipf of an order for r ship. In the pilot modcl of h e  Computer- 
Inregrated Manufaauring Syswrn for shipbuilding, a -, which is r focus of our recent 
project, we have construclcd subsystemr which E c n r c  p u u  -.- i n r n a r i i n  .. ind &ermine. -.. . 
work sequence. Cambbgi~hof h e  P e l  in which the dur dtveloped by B e  - 
subsysttmr is packed with a&e~~quipent -----. madtl witb UI o~cntion-rtjource model 
alIows for timely scheduling with computer. The Uata fmm the - .  scheduling system -- is 
lnregnted so dtar it can be uriliud contirtenrly down to the final process coneofin Ihc 
Lorkshop. The prototype scheduling and procut conwl sysum which incorparaw above 
functions i s  inuoduced hue.  
1. Introduction 
At the present time, thc manufacturers that produce a variety of products in small 
quanrirics have made in heir possession dl the relevant informadon (process planning, work 
load, etc.) before commencing to mmufactrrre newly developed producr They can with wc 
make long-term schcdults by csdmating the number of the producrs, and make working 
schedule accordingly, 
In the shipbuilding i n d u q ,  however, when produco an ofun uilor-made, almost no 
infonnadon exists at the inilia) nage d design because infonnrdon is developed for each 
individual order, Even at r)lc i n m e d i a t e - m ~ ,  b e  informatton-adablc is  still incomplete, 
so pmeu scheduling has to be handled by veeran staffs. For thcse rwons. shipbuilders 
have encountered many obstacles in introducing the computer-aided scheduling method. 1) 
The ship and Ocean Foundation has been engaged in a thne-year project that staned in 
fiscal year 1989 involving rhe research and dtvclopmen~ of r pilot model for CIMS. 
For the pilot model of CPUIS, the subsystems to determine the paxu and work squencc 
were consaucrcd. The data that is output from these subsystems, shows each individual 
operaaon and process u wcU as all opquions in the process m g e d  in a hiennhy. Then by 
using the data the scheduling system enablu one to establish the optimal work load wd I d  
dme for each unit, intarrnediats prcduct and final product by process-equipment model. 2) 
Moreover. the sirnuladon using the operaaon-resource model which identifies &tailed 
work throughput. the number of workcrs.,&d rht equipment capacity in a pmcus, including 
cem#rr n Olr A u w W  01 
Sh1py;lrd ~ r a o o n  8 d  YIq Ckrrp, fl 
c- - -. Ovrrp I(uo ICU&I 
Process Planning System of CIM. for Shipbugdin* 1 1 
Technical Cornmirace on CIM for Shipbuifdin& Ship Br OcunlFoun&cian, Senpku Sh& 
~ldg. ,  1.5- id T a a m i o n ,  M L U ~ O ~ ,  TOIC~O, ILU, ~lprn . 
. , 
, < 1 ;  1 ,c ;psy;,;,,::.!,.! ,, <; ..-j . 
Abstract 
Thc'ppr proposcs rhr pmccss pluming system for shipbuilding. It &es out pmcus 
planning design by use of both the d a i @  information depcndtnt on the product and the 
factory infomalion independent of it. Therefore i n u r n o n  of  &sign and production ..'- *-a. - ' .;.-,,.,,. - -. , . . , 
i n f ~ q n ~ i i ~  ncccssuy for genendon of wable pr#css plrantng. , ..- 
The rim of chis paper is to propose both how b e  infannation should k represcared 
and how the knowledge for proccu plannbg,duiga should be described systcmaidy. 
Regarding h e  p p o d . i n f m s d o n  rcprrsenmrioa as r rnodd, the - model -,.. ... .... i n c l l n g  - ,, dl . .,. 
infomarion for rh~roduc t ion  ( wba'i' ir ul lcd' '~rodytm& ) is proposed f m m  ihc - - .  -----... 
viewpoint of process planning. It can k flexibly applied to the itvision of rhe prudun design 
(conccprud design, preliminary design, and derail design) even u procers piaaaing stage. 
This papa describes the ESt a n  of t h e ~ - J y ~ - c s ; - ~ l a n n i n ~  .---... .I- e g s u ~  
system with infmnce engine and vuificodon of iq tffccdvenesr md pncdcabiljry. . .- 
1. Introduction 
Proctrs planning means desi,ening the entire producdon pmesses, such as production 
, merhods, production sequencu, the types of machines to be used, quanrily and pmccduns, 
based on the conceptual knowledge from the product design to producrhn nrge concerning . 
products, pans, and materials. 
In [he manufacturing indusmer, in gcnerd, machining tools md application 
ttchnologics haw been signir~crntly improving, most mess planning relies on the 
experience and p c p u o n  of process planners and its evaluation iums arc various such u 
qualify, cost, delivery, etc. Therefore, a study on process planning chat allows 
cornprchtnsive evaluation hu been lagged behind. ?his i s  also me for the shipbuilding 
industry. 
In the recent shipbuilding indusuy, CIM for shipbuilding (CIMS) hu been cxpccnd as 
one of the approaches to be taken to uckle subjects such u reduction in lead cirnc, 
productivity imptovernent, and quality assurance. CXMS is also expected sr a means of 
solving various problems on the product stags such as a dccnue in the number of skilled 
workers, ~d a ftlative decrease in labor force popqlrtjon. And a research on CIMS has been 
A NEW APPROACH TO DESIGN SYSTEM FOR SHIPBUILDING - A kralodqo-h8.d kru-Dmriqn S y a t . ~  Lor Yull kmccuza  - 
ib. Ship L P o u d ~ t i o a  h s  k.a -crkrg f v r j h i l l t y  -dim. aa. ud 
o r t r b l i r b h g  & concoptud , f w d  Lor O H  f o t  8bipbuUdhg. Ikv p m j ~  hr
flai-d baiqoing a to -&*.lop tb e. *+ - r i m  08 irr 
JLO-d . y . t ~  e ~ ~ ~ ~ t l d l y . ,  & has b.d --q a& t r a u l a i  s~ctk.l 
hriqa s y r ~ u  i r  on. # p k m d r .  ThLa prpr -pa- tha  sub-ryatra having m a  
fvrretian t o  k bpluord en rb. #trues& dealon r y n u .  t h o  r y r t u  i r ,  ro 
dl&, L h  .rp.rs ay-v M d  *-tor up.rr hwldg. tht . m t r u 8 t i a a  oa 
sh ip  l r  darignmd trrdng -0 dosign conorpr from L h m  a U a t  urd typLul 
conrtruertos. TUs r y g u  .opliad t o  rb. t n n m r r a  * a d o n  h bnld put of oil . . 
=&a: =C -Aa - s 3 t n  k&kz:a  -A% ' 2 2  Cstts f a  rmlicrblr t o  S.te:arr zk* 
dosign f a f o m t i e n  ovm u r U o t  .nd output f h a  l n fo ra r t ron  n e c m ~ r r y  t o  t h e  
1. z?rmmCTIQR t o b o t r  en & h a l t  o f  mxiat ing CAD/CUt 
In recant  ymars, rbotel i m  a growirrg 
damn4 for . Conpot a t  . I n t a g r a t e d  
Il.nufaccuring f o r  SJdpbulldLng (CTLI: f o r  
Shipbui ld inp)  to a c h i e r -  h i q b r r  
producr iv i ty  and t o '  i r p r o r m  thm labor-  
, i n t a r i n  h d u w  111 . 
Ondmr the re  c i rcor runemr ,  tho Shlp r 
Ocorn Foundation foraod  tbm Technical 
bdttn on QH fo r  .hi--, &d i s  
nov oanatructtng p i lor  m d d  f.r m for 
Shipbui ld ing  t o  r m r i f y  t h a  a p p l i e r b l o  
tochn&eal subjeeta  .ad t o  emrabli8b tho  
frumvork f o r  -8 concepe t&ougb r 
year remaarch .nd dmlopnnt p r s j e e  t21. 
One technical aubjrcr of  tbf8 project i r  
t o  h r a d n e  tho p o a 8 U t y  ol M o p i n g  
OyWtur but  a.0 wOpa8 jwr & 8 i & n q  
md g.enrazor fb. doriqa Liorutioa -.a 
mar l l ax  than t t  L a .  Thr projmct m i l l  
eva lua t a  uhotbar  r y 6 t u  natuork crs ba 
a o a s t m d  to prorid. *aUam plraahg 
i n f o - t i o a  Cot r c h a d u i h g ,  proomsr 
pl-9, aad Il.tuiJ R . e o k r r n r  Planninq 
(IIAPI,  wbieA is  not p o s a l b l r  uaing 
c o n r a n t i o a r 1  CRP/CAn r y r t o u .  md co 
ganorato h tagr r tmd M e r v c l a n  availabla 
Cot fm h i @  r pndboaocr aotLvlty. 
h +h. d n c  sib, ubon a d u - u  u i l l  
make drau ing  o f  a p r f i  o f  h u l l  
aaanntcrlorr. & n h r  it b r m f d g  rh* 
~ ~ l l - r l ~ b 0 ~ 8 t 0 d .  a i d l a r  and typAcrL 
con8eruorian. Zh. lthd 1. m i l d  narai- 
r s t ruc tura l  &sign r y r t r  that not m l y  dosign, nou middy umod Lor huU otmctuxrl  
mk.8 &awing# m d  gonaratmr n 6 2 i a  dariqn uork. thr y r t o m  b rhicb t h i s  
f o r  WC c u t t i n g  u c h i a r o  . n d / o t  umldlng mmthod i s  lnco rpo ra tod  can rsvma 
SYSTEM INTEGRATION OF MANUFACTURING 'MANAGEMENT 
FOR SHIPBUILDING 
The ship md Ocmm Touabtion baa k o n  conducEhg f u 8 L b U t y  muator  on, U B ~  
. . . r U s b h g  a e~c.prurL.frnmuark fo r  CIK for  shiphrUdiaq.. . . - .. . . .  
nai r  papu diaauwme8 a htoqxat lnq  rhm r y r t w u  concernhq ruaufac turhq  b 
C M  f o t  sNphuilaLog - R ~ n m 8 s  R L d g ,  S o h d d b g  a d  D i 8 p a t c b b g / ~ t o r i a q  uirh 
efffcfmntly toaurer iur iag  ma& othmx by the  uao of uoiqum product m&1 - r o  
pr~vidm a p t W  m d  coarirrurt  Lrfanvrlon and dm~. i l .d  hmtructionm tor  o p a r i o n ,  
and a lso  t o  u u b l e  r d f  ud rod- t o  r u i f t l y  rmrpoad t o  d i r r h c .  
by mxtrnul  ruaoa .  
tn  rh ipbu i ld fnq  indurt y ,  one s h i p  
should be b u i l t  and & l i v e d  h ao lmrr 
thur one year aftax r p m d f i u l l y  orduad. 
Jn addit ion,  f t  facluckr  w n y  pzocearor 
rmgiaq  from u c h  now produet desigaing, 
p ~ d u c r i o n  plurninp. f abricatiorr procar 8 
from mrtrrbl, t o  tha amsadly of huge and 
onormous prodac ta .  This  a r p e e t  of 
r h i p b u i l d i n g  i n d u r t y  make# t t  f a i r l y  
dl: f i c u l r  t o  improvm tho product ion  
p lanninq  and con+ra l ,  and f o r c e r  
ahipbuilderr t o  depwd on #ki l led  k r k e t a  
( c h o i r  axperimncmr and know-how) t o  
rupplommnt inmfi lcimnt &La. 
Soma mlabora ts  and sompreh~n8lve  
manufacturing aanagmmmnt, t h a t ,  is, 
production p h n n h q  a d  control,  however, 
i r  v i t a l  t o  t u n h e r  davmlopmnt o t  r h i r  
i n d u r t y  i f  it rhou ld  h aaaomplirhad 
wi thout  h i g h e r  c o n t r i b u t i o a  i t o r  i t a  
rlrll lod *et)rc-. b . ~ ~ # o  t& l.n&aty l a  
cbractrrizrd by i t s  bimr f l u l b i l l t y  in 
d r u i l e d  w n r t m o n  op.raclon8 uich broad 
r o r t r i e t i s n r  imposed by l a r g o - r e a l e  
f a c i l i t i e r  a s  dookr and r o  on, t b m  
offoct ive production pluming and conttol 
mat bm worked our qu i t8  d i f f e r e n t  from 
e t h e r  i ndu r t r ima  auoh aa  au tsmebi la  
u n u f  ae turmra  whore rho  product ion  
p ~ ~ ~ a d u ~ * ~ . a m  t .LtLy d t ~ l b d  i n to  a  nuabmr 
of apecia1 and a m r e n t  r u p a .  
Wm r p r t  LLll f b m  qual i ty  of prOcbction 
planning, ror8 decailmd lnrtxuarlonr  f o r  
opmratiaa fn  .stud wrkplacmr, l t r  r u l f t  
responsa with eon8 l s t . ny  to any Ppbco In 
deripir, which La unavoidable in p u a l l a l  
work of hmigr  and p.oduetion pkanlng o r  
t o  rhm change of product ion  planninq 
A Proposal for the NextGeneration Shipbuilding Systems 
* ship r 0ea.n ToundrLiOa , Taabaiul  -tw cp OM ior S U W d & g  
:, $ (., . -  . I  ' , 4. 
.I y 
xay vord r for  WpbuUding, r u . t - h t r t i a ~ ~ . ,  ,++a, ,. *1 
- % . A .  
d l  &phth hgurm. u r w u r d .  r ~ l 8 t ~  d '  
The W p  6 &ern Ooundatiocr has hm eondurtCry fuuW+r atudiaa en, m d  
errablirbfng r c m u p t U  f ~ ~ w o r k  for CIH f o r  .htpWAaLog. P# out p r o j u t  hr 
f i a r d d  daaiqnkrq the  wneopt ro h a l o p  tha p i lo t  u U & , , c ~ s l r r  o t  iu ex 
kamaZ 8ystaor f u n o t t o m f ~ y ,  and h a  b-a p t a t o t y p h g .  @a@ ,fruoel;. Ulc f a t  'I 
. , SbiphUdLng, ' re uU CW, ,.!a d 8 o  a ,  cmoopr . i o r  n u r t v m u a t -  .bLphild&q 
8yrt.am. fbat  h a r m  powarful functions t o  ruppsrr. UrU8 p h y s i d y  4 u n r r l l y .  
Thir paper proporer r concept o t  u8.r-oriantad ay r toa  f o r  CIW, .ad umaful 
tunczionr rucb ysrmn n d .  
I .  
Stnca AprAl 1989, t h e  rbip  1 Ocean 
F o U n d r t i ~  h&S kU! g w h g  f u 8 u t y  
study t o  l ap l rnan t  rha coacrpt of CIM 
(Coapotat t n r eg r r rod  b u f  actuxiaq f o r  
UJpbuilding), and L rrp& to 8-c r 
f h l  propoaal by 1992. [ l j  , [ l ]  
CXMS r a f a r r  to .n a u t o u t a d  drai9n 
mymtaa urad t o  e f f i c i m t l y  bui ld rhipa. 
Thi8 8y r tm  ht.p;nrcor vuimaa l d o n r t i o n  
of daaiqn m d  .production vlng corpora? 
notworkr t o  obtdn fbe  required qurnt i ty  
.nd quality of dau rhmavar nrceawry.[ lJ ,  
I2 1 
c r e a t i n g  damiqno, davia ing  p l a a r  and 
impAernnting mbnaqemnt, the systom 
inca rpo raca r  l a i t i & A  d a t a  qene?&rlnq 
f u n c t i o n  and zaLi.8 on varAous mxpext ,  
8y.r- t o  9.rut.t. h i g n  dau u ld  t o a u q  
i n r t ~ c t l o m m .  am we l l  a r  aehedullnq 
Inf or s r c ion .  It, h o u e v ~ r ,  would bo 
d i f f i c u l t  to complata product8 witbouf 
cocapiling w e d  t o  UII initi.1 au b; 
d humso 01ytJwi ty  m d  a r d l  fo-f, 
bacauoa 8hipboiLdots  would a t i l l  m k o  
b s i g a r  a d  produetion pluu f o r  u c h  .hip 
f o r  ooch or*, mmn o n b r  tin r y r t r  la 
mls. 
Tho rhfpbui ld iap  a y r t a u  , theref  or*. 
rhould bm urer-es1mr.d by placfng g r a a t u  
iqaorranca eu improvinq productiwity by 
f u l l y  eonriderlnq e v o r a l l  8.a. 'of uaot 
intorfaem and r y r r u  opararioa. CIUS l a  
u l t i n t d y  domigad f o r  uaor-axienurion, 
whiab i r  c ~ n s l d r r o d  rho maat i=porr .nt  
c r i t a r i o a  i n  eon8r tucc ing  t h a  mart- 
qonoration mhipbuildlng s y a t u  . 
AN EXAMPLE OF STEPS TO MODERN SHIP PRODUCllON BASED ON 
PRODUCT MODEL TECHNOLOGIES I .  L 0. 
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A B S T R A ~  
Recently highly advanced Computer Lucgnted M u r u f u n r r i n g ( ~  yam has corn to 
be regarded u essential, in o d e  to erublirh competitive shipyud, intepucd QM wvi- 
ronmcnt i s  essential. L u k  of intc8mtion of product infomr- ouru r lol of problm 
taday. Considering caanurt problemr, ruthon di#rur two practical roluriont: integration 
of product information distiibutcd in vcnicrl and hofizod. 
Vvrical integration is inteption of 3D CAD dru thmughwt h e  p r ~  from r concept 
design phase to r production phue in order m eliminru double work between adjacent 
two phase .  CAD/CAM ere effective tools for this purpose. 
Horizontal integration is integration of human rctivitiu ia vuious dcpamncna, c.5, 
hull/outfitting designers, hullloudiuing plmncn. Communication between people is  the 
nrain issue, especially between dcti jncn md production plrnnen in ofdu to climinnte 
rc-work doc to late urivol of the other people's rcqucrL Ploduct infomaiio~l flow is  in 
various ways Lilce a network, Product Model is 8 most probable tool. 
Authors definition of Product Model is a product informtion rnmgcr who cul provide 
meaningful data for pwple in design and productiun deputmcnu. For rhs dewlopmcnt 
of Product Modd, object daubuc, 3D g n p h k  and expcn syrm arc key technologiu 
Stepwire development or promtype development u more efficient than wattifdl type 
development. Authors believe in piototypingwith objcu-orienlcd p u d i g m  Moduluiiy 
should be considered in system uEhiteuurc. Applkuion systems should be dependent 
on Producl Model inrcrficc, but independent of drubuc. Mditionrl rppliuuons can be 
developed without giving suiaur iafluense on, existing ipplieuiarrr, 
~ntcr-pracesz ccmmunicrtion is c f f d v e  for development of appliulion systems, but not 
yer confirmed in practical use. 
, . . 
AN IMPLEMEN'X'ATION OF A PLIDDUa DEFDWXIOIV SYSTEM IN 
COMPUTER XNTECUTED DESIGN AND MANUFACKJRING ' , 
., i , a , .  
T o r h i h  Nomoto d Aoy- . . . . , ' . I . ,  ' 
warncat of Naval A r s h l w m  dr Ocean Enghauing, a ~ & t y  d 
' " '  ' "' ' 
Univcniy of Tokyo, 7-El. H q o ,  Bunltyeku, . . .  T w  , 113, , J l p a  
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ABSTRACT 
In the previous meeting which w u  held in Rio dc Jrncim in IWl, rht authors rrponcd 
a papa 'Ship Defrnilion Systun in Compukr IntcgraPcd Duign md Mllruf~sturing" .
In hat  paper, r product Jctinition s y s m  for shipbuilding u d i w s d  fmm t&e stand 
point of Lhree functions. 'Ihese ue rlcsipn function, cuuing funuion aid usembling 
function. 
In this paper, a deep considcnrion is mainly paid for dczign function Ia order to makc 
i t  pasibk to design my kinds of ship svucturcs in three dimensional space, new con- 
cepu of 'Roomn and "Walln is introduced. Roam division funcrion k rlso introduced 
just as cutting function wu introduced for plalu in f ie  previous pap,  And-it can 4 
applied to any typw of room wirh rurroundcd wdb. In rddicion o 'Room' and 'Wall' 
concept, design function of inlunar ctructulu such as urarvcm n n p .  flm and l id-  
trs ue 1156 considered, By using rhc above menuoned function, ii is poYibk 10 dcaign 
any kinds of ship. I 
Just like the previous prpet, this r y t l ~ l  h a  aha cutting f u n c h n  uld u~cmbling func- 
tion for platts and p h k  suucuru. 'Ilucfore, a designed ship svuculn cm k cut inur 
smrUcr elemenu By using assembling function, simulrtion of rnrnufaciunng or ship 
smctures can bc cur id  
Some of mul l s  which rrc implernenlicj u an oppliadotr system will k rhown. One of 
the mast imporunt thing k hat Utwe application systems, aze fully inkgrated with hq 
product model which L d&bd in this paper. 
INTRODUCTION 
Even though a g ~ t  Jml of elcant haw been cunied fa impbmcnring computer riclcd 
design and manufacturing sysum in shipbuilding indusuics with advanscmcn~ of 
computer technology, engineers in this field seun to bc not suisfkd wilh their existing 
EXPERT PROCESS PLANNING SYSTEM OF CIM FOR SHIPBUILDING 
Hiroshi Nalrayrmr 
NKK TSU W o w ,  1 Kokan-Cho Kumozu, TSU-Clty, , Mie , Rt , J & p  ... ,' , 
ARSTRACC 
. , ... . " , Q i ,  ' !  , . . , 
Process pluming plays not only an iategml rnk in r m u l r i . a p p W W ~ ~  d ClhQ 
but Jso it s e w  8s the active i n f d a n  link the ddgn dqWmmt and the 
production dtpmrnent in shipbuilding. Ernbodyin8 the properdu of can cum^ an- 
gineuing, procesa plrnning supports such infonnuiospr#csriq Mivities. On the OM 
hand, this paper proposes knowledge bucd ptaesu pluming system fordecrrmining 
the sequtnce of ship block assembly and p i p  fitting, On thc otJw hmd, i t  synrhcairu 
factory information W r i n g  Group Technology (m which ir thc unduly@ muwfac- 
turing t o n u p l  In this paper, factory information (production lina, workshops, wwk 
facilities etc,) is clstdfied according to rhe sinrllvitier of design and ptoductlon chum 
acuaisucs u well u rirniluitier of zpecific pm. By uring wcput p w  knowled80 
and Group Technology, redundant procerr pluming work cm b,. rlimiartsd which 
hu been performed mmudly, Optimal acqueace af production k deacrmintd, md 
productian flow can be 8tIdyzed quickly. This paper describes the verification of iu 
practicability and tf2cctivemv by exemplifying rhc nurdud MoJc wcrnbly se- 
quence, utilizing graphical user interfaa: which enablb the user to correct plluvling 
rcsulrs interactively. 
INTRODUCITON 
Shipbuilding must abandon iu vdilioad Irbinrcnrivc chulster, and dm enhance 
the productivity with chc reduction in lead cim. 'Ihc Ship & Ocun Founduian, 
Technical Commicw on CIM for shipbuilding has llro been developing and 
researching CIM. Shipbuildin8 is norrnllly ideatifid with 'so-called" job-order 
production. Tho fmum uf shipbuilding can be ntmmuitd u fdlom: 
enormous qurg~rty of infonrution for various producu which we have lermtd 
intennedirte ptoducu 
continual ongoing n~odifiution by customer from specific contract to delivery 
during design md production. 
* simu1tmtaur'~rnMing for hull pans and outfiaing pans 
I 
accuracy wunnce to bt needed (which heat dktonion by weldinn demands) 
concurrent engineering between the derian dcprnmcnl and the production . 
depamurt  
. . . .  . . . . 
SCHEDULZNG MODEL OF CIM FOR SHIPBUILDING . 
T. Minunun , .A. - .  
CIM-Projeq Koyrgi chnmuctiar Dcputwlt. . . ., . 
Miuu bihi Heavy Ldunrtu, LuL , ~agurid 'em.& Ba* Workr ., ,,; '' * # -  : : ~ a . * . * ,  . . . '. 180, Koyrgi-mrehi, N*@-guo, N4asJGlrqfi143,  Japan - .",,:i!:~ ,, 
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fbr spmaliution of cchdulin8 ic wantid to luliv QM for ihpkildii. -7, 
the scheduling work in shipbuildin# Iugely tdu err the pemnd t t p c h c c  d 8 pluvrcr 
rhrr is not suilsble for wide applica~im lie systemuizrtion of dwdulinp an not k 
a s u r u l y  uecutcd. Thh paper iatroducu tk. d y d r  d hc ddu l ly  w k  in hi* J ,, 
building for rulir. tbe M u l i n g  8yNm in Ch( for chipbuildhy. . , " ' :" " .+c . 
', ' , e.9 ! 
' !  3 f ,, 
PPTRODUCZlON 
CIM for ~ p b u i l d a  conrLD of a pmdua modrl and cppliu~on cyrormr'ib.~rPPll~ ' 
I P'  " tion system M h c d e d  t~ ~ p p o r ~  design wQ(JU, pmdycth woks d o r h a  & h a ,  
system will gcncmb infannuion d f i t i d y  by its funstion d ruromrric information 
generatian and that of uvble gnphid wr M a c e  11-21. On tha ofherhad. rhc prodmi 
model will quickly and rccurrlcly communicate rnrC adjut i d d o n  rmong the rp- 
plication system, By in~oduchq CIM, tbc following ianovuioa on rchcdulinl un be 
expccwl. - Information neccuuy for design and ptoarr plrnniq ir M y  to be q u i d  u 
rhe~ysup.Tk~n,thsvolumofworisladcrak:yuC#dsuly. .: . - Possible unang tk scheduling for different tenru, ruch u that between 
the long term tchcdulin'j d middk turn m u l i a g ,  can k djuszai. - ScMuliny un k mom resuntely executed 'P iu~DoXkk'  cycle in control* 
ling work perfonnrnccr 
CIM for shipbuildins quim (1) thc yucma& of rhaduliw ud (r) he modeling. 
of informdon for rchduliu~ for th control in tb product modcL 
The scheduling in dipbuilding, u pnoent n l y  on the upah of the upricaEed plm . 
n m  in charp. Howmr, most ofthe expeniff of those plumen ue m a d  wirh some 
p d c u l u  shipyudt, and, haafore, not ruilrblo fur wide rpplicuion. In chir ngud, I)# 
systcmnlisnlim of rheduling un not be recunlcly crccuced (3 J. In d d i h ,  m po).. 
lem including thc following, cm be also pointed out - The qullity of Ihc & d u l i n ~  deeply dcpenb on tk sku of the pluum, . , 
Up jrading the quality of the schcdulin~ L diflicult , . 
In order to improve thue tiuuioru md realize CIM fos shipbuildin& thr W u l i n g  
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The role of CIM for the future shipbuildiag i s  reviewed. Ship and , , -<: : 7 
Ocean foundation is now conducting a 3 years joint project for the : - 
protory~inC of shipbuilding CIM &ice '1989. Thc d m  of h e  project is to 
figure out h e  features of rbe shipbuilding CIM and to review the recent 
software environment through prototyping from the view point. of large 
system development. Review is made by full time members ~c:uaIIy 
ming thc most advanced systems. 
VL:-  ,,,,:, in;;sdl;;cs ibr ex-6T-;cnzi ob;&acd L-- & b u l l 8  .L- u b r  ---:-a. y.uJcrr - - A  we-
point our the importan~ aspects for the shipbuilding CIM. 
1. Wlia! we exoect for C I m  
CIM(Cornputer Integrated Manufacturing) 
is expected to be the key ttchnology for any 
rypcs of industry now, Many people believe 
that they c ~ n n o t  survive in the future 
industrial society without CIM. It is so much 
expected that even package programs for 
CIhI are sold in the market with reasonable 
price, Howovcr, it may be roo optimirtic to 
believe t h a ~  if  you purchase a CIM package 
program. then you will survive happily i n  
the global shipbuilding marker in the future. 
CIM is considered to bc an integrated 
iniormation proccasing syslcm for the 
production act iv i ty  and consis ted  of 
following fo~tr  funcrions: 
1. Business functions 
2. Product design 
3. Manufacturing planning 
4. Manuhcruring control 
The most common CIM system. which is 
used in mass production Lype industrics, 
mainly focuses on the inkct ion of business 
functions and producuon control. In other 
word,  the commonly used Clhi is on 
i nkgra ted  sales and production conlrol 
systettl. 
In mass production type industries. 
product design and manuiacturing planning 
are made extremely in detail beforehand and 
the resulu are stored in a daubasc. So [hat 
when they want to makt s product. they can 
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Architectural Power Tools 
Eclipse Sohare.  Inc. (WA) 
301 W. Holly. Ste. U4 
Beflingham WA 982254328 
800-758-6779; 3604766 175 
FAX. 360676492 1 
Tech support: Use main no. 
Categoy 
Sohare.  Applications 
Engincering/Scienlific 
S ~ 1 c a t i o n s  
Mfr. suggested list price: EU)O 
Number sold: 1.000 
Release date: 1985 
Application: Civil Engineering/Architecture 
Compatible with: PC-MS/DOS: Apple Macintosh; Sun 
SPARCstationJSunOS 
Disk storage required: 2 MB 
Additional hardwardsohare required: AutoC AD 
Source language: AutoLISP; C 
Customer support: Free phone support 
Site licensing available: Yes 
S m  
AutoC AD architectural system. Pmides parametric commands, integra led 3D routines, 3 D qmbol 
libraries, i n d m  standard kqnoting and flexible layering system Includes hatch paaern and automatic 
elmation generators. mmie generator, COG0 routines, unlimited scheduling capabilities, full-screen text 
editor. source code and dynamic space reporting. 
Other Tenns 
architecture; source code; computer-aided design (CAD); scheduling: editor 
Computer Select June 1995 . 
Data Sourccs Repon COPYRIGHT 1995 Information Access Company 
.............................. 
PASS 
Dala One. Inc. 
5420 Soulhcrn Ave.. Ste. 106 
In&anapolis. IN 4624 1 
8004324664; 3 17-244-2999 
FAX: 3 17-240-6255 
Tech suppon: Use toll-free no. 
Categop 
S o h  are. Applications 
Engineering/Scienufic 
Spec~fications 
Mfr. suggested list price: $5,400 
Number sold: 300 
Release date: 1987 
Application: Cibil Engineering/Architecture 
Compatible ~ i t h :  PC-MS/DOS; SunlSunOS 
Mnimum R4M required: 8 ME 
Disk storage required: 15 ME 
Additional hardwardsoftware required: AutoCAD 
Source language: C 
Customer support: Maint fee $1.350 per IT.; phone suppon 
Site licensing nailable: No 
S v  
Designing tool. Manages facilities layout product @cation. product re-order and physical assets. 
Generates and stores furniture and equipment configurations, automatically generates elaations. counts 
and prices components. compiles repons and compares project databases. Automatically generates 3D 
models. 
Other Terms 
comparison. computer-aided design (CAD) 
......................... 
Compuw Select June 1995 
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Allegro Common LISP (V.J.2) 
Franz. lac. 
1995 Univenip Ave. 
Berkclq. CA 94704 
800-333-7260; 5 10-548-3600 
FAX: 5 10-548-8253 
Tech support: Use main no. 
Categop 
Sohare. Applications 
Artificial InleIligenceEspen Systems 
Specifications 
Mfr. suggested list price: $4,500 
Release date: 1994 
Application: W i c i a l  Intelligence/E.upen Synem 
Cornwile with: Sun SPARCstatiodSunOS: Silicon Graphics; 
HP/HP-UX; IBM RS/6000/AIX; DEC DECstationnrLTRIX; AT&T UMX 
System V 
Minimum RAM required: 12 hlB 
Disk storage required: 50 MB 
Source language: LISP 
Source code price: $2,000 and up 
Customer support: Maint. fee 25% of purchase price per )T. aAer 
firsl )T. 
Site licensing available: Yes 
S v  
Features CLOS for objectoriented programming. Implementation of Common LISP meeting all Common 
LISP speciftcations. Produces highly optmmd code. Includes lexically scoped interpreter and compiler, 
debugging aids, bitlfield manipulation. userdefined error handler, LISP Library and parserhash table 
facility. 
Full Descriphon 
An implementation of draft ANSI &dard Common Lisp OBen X Winclo~r support and integration 
uith the UNM operating system. Programmers work in an interactive environment with incremental 
compilation automatic memory management and W n g  tools. Code written in other languages. like 
C or Fortra~, can be integrated with LISP programs using the foreign function interface. Includes the 
Allegro Presto dclivery system for creating runtime applications. which can be used with Allegro Runtime 
for lowcost licensing. 
Features a Common LISP Object System (CLOS). the objectoriented standard for LISP. Includes ~ n a m i c  
binding method combinatioq generic functions and tbe metaobject protocol. Used to build anifkial 
intelligence applications. such as language processing and e.xpert qstems, and to incorporate A1 
technolo@ into other fields. such as computer-aided design and manufacturing. 
Computer Select. June 1995 
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QuckEST/CAD for Windows 
ConstrucWe Computing Co., Inc. 
5600 Inland Dr. 
Kansas City. KS 66106 
800-156-21 13; 913-596-2113 
FAX: 913-287-7652 
Category 
S o h  are, Applications 
EngineeringIScientific 
Speclfimtions 
Mfr , suggested list price: S 1,495 
Releasc date: 1986 
Application: Civil Engnecring/Architecture 
Compatible mith: Window 3.X 
Minimum RAM required: 5 12 KB 
Additional hardwardsofhare required: Windows 3 .X 
Source language: BASIC 
Summaq 
System for e.wacting dimensions, areas and quantities from drawings prepared AuloCAD or other 
CAD systems utilizing DXF files. Transferring this information to QudrEST qsems to sped up p r o m  
of preparing estimate from CAD drawings. 
Other Terms 
computer-aided design (CAD) 
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